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The current governance milieu in higher education is in a state of

flux. A variety of external pressures, many of them of fairly recent origin,

are forcing changes in the definition of institutional autonomy, at

the same time internal constituencies are demanding an increased role hi

decision making. Other analysts at this conference have drawn the assiF;n7,?n:

of discussing the increased power and influence of tha courts, legislatures,

the federal government and state coordinating and governing boards. ify to

is to discuss campus governance reforms and their potential impact on the

redistribution of power within colleges and universities. It Is apparent,

however, that many of the attempts to reform campus governance are related

to and will be influenced and/or determined by the directions that external

forces take in the redefinition of institutional autonomy. The remainder of

this paper should be considered with this caveat in mind.

The paper will discuss three major statements on shared authority and

point out that there appear to be three types: joint participation in decision

making; separate jurisdictions, and collective bargaining. Academic senates

and campus councils are the major manifestations of the first two types and

a brief discussion of the state of their evolution is provided. A major

section of the paper deals with collective bargaining as a governance mechunism.

The paper concludes with a brief discussion of the directions in which gover

nance reforms appear to he heading.
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Perhaps tha :most crucial issue in the reform of c.impos ,1-,ovefnance !n

the 1970's is the proper distribution of 1:.)wer and a'Inority amon; ad:1:ni,trz-

tors, faculty, students, non-teaching professional:, and others who

input into the decision-making process. In the past six years there hav,t

be three major statements on the distribution of authority which 'c.ave

suggested range of mechanisms or models for consideration.

The AAUP "Statement on Government of Colleg,s and Universities" (1065'

is a call "to mutual understanding regardin:? the government of colleges end

universities (376)." Such understanding is to be based on a community c7.

interest among inescapably interdependent parties including the governing

board, administration, faculty, students and others. "The relationship

calls for adequate communication among these components and full opportLnity

for appropriate joint planning and effJrt (376)."

There are a variety of approaches through which joint effort might be

implemented but the Statement claims that two general conclusions are clearly

warranted:

(1) important areas of action involve at one time or another the
initiating capacity and decision making participation of all the
institutional-components and (2) differences in the weight of each
voice, from one point to the next, should be determined by reference
to the responsibility of each component for the particular matter

at hand ... (p. 376).

The Statement cites several examples of issues where joint endeavor

among constituencies is required, and other areas where one constituency or

agent has primary responsibility. In a later statement on "Student e-..rci

tion in College and Univers ty Government" (1970), primary responsibilly is

defined as "the ability to take action which has the force of legislatica
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can be overruled only in rare instances and for compelling reasons stat_.(1

in detail (p. 48)." Returning to the 1966 Statement, the case of plannio.;

requires joint endeavor in establishing and maintaining channels of co=uni.:a-

tion and this is clearly different from the system of responsibility fo:

making decisions on planning. Joint effort is urged in planning physical

resources, tie selection of a new president and soma areas o;: personnel.

Multiple responsibilities in budget making require that each component le

heard and the function of each component be sp.cified. The selection of

academic deans and other chief academic officers is a responsibility of

the President but he should consult with the faculty.

The Statement is confusing to some because of its inconsistent nse

of terminology. The faculty has primary responsibility for curriculum

subject matter and methods of instruction, research, faculty status and

some aspects of student life. The President has a special obligation to

innovate and initiate, a duty to see that standards and procedures is

operational use conform to established board policy and standards of

sound academic practice and be must at times, with or without su000rt,

infuse new life into a department. (This last seems to indicate that he

must impose his will in areas where others have primary responsibility.)

The governing board is responsible for husbanding the andownent, obtaiaini

needed capital and operating funds but it should only pay attention to

personnel policies.

In summary, the AAUP Statement involves sharing authority among

inescapably interdependent constituencies based on an underntanding th:tt

sone decision making areas require joint endeavor while others require

specification of essentially separate jurisdictions in which one co_Itttuency
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has primary responsibility. It appears that some components have :spacial

obligations, duties and ultimate responsibilities which transc .d th9 conc2pt

of primary responsibility.

The acceptance of the concept of shared authority 'gas strengthen -:d 1)7

the Report of thE- AAHE-NEA Tisk Force on Faculty RepresentatLon and Acade-llz

Negotiations, Faculty Particioation in Acadamic Governance (1967). The

report states that shared authority represents the middle zone of an - uthority

continuum which ranges from administrative dominance and primacy on one end

to faculty dominance and primacy on the other (p. 15-16). The shared authority

zone is designated as one in which both the faculty and administration

exercise effective influence in decision making. Accordin3 to the report,

"lt should not be inferred that all forms of shared authority are comparable

and have a similar effect on the quality of faculty-administration relations.

Both collective bargaining and the delegation of decision-makLng powF.:r to an

academic senate are variants of shared authority, but the substantive and

tactical implications of each may be quite different (p. 15-16)."

The concept of effective influence involves faculty (and presumably

administrative) participation early in the decision making process (p. 24)

and a recognition that there are some issues, such as grading, on which

faculty views should prevail and other issues, such as business manager:.ftt,

on which administrative views should prevail. Faculty influence should

effective on such aggregate issues as educational, administrative and p;>-:Ionnl

policies and economic matters, as well as the procedures for making drzels;ons

on questions of concern to individual faculty. In short, endorsement of tbe

concept does not mean that authority should be shared equally between d.!

faculty and the administration on all issues.
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Another recent stacement on shared authority is contained ba Keez:on's

book Shared Authority on Camous (1971). Keaton says that shared rlutho:Lty

takes two forns. One form is joint participation in deciding and the

is agreeing that different parties will, within defined units, the

decision alone (p. 108). He offers four grounds on which various c; opus

constituencies, governing boards, administrators, facelty, students and

others, can claim a right to share in governing (p. 9).

First, those whose concerns and lives are most affected by campus

activities should have a part in their control. Second, those who are

most competent to do the work of the campus should have a voice that

ensures the effective use of their competence. Third, those whose coopera-

tion is essential to the effectiveness of the campus and, fourth, those

whose sponsorship and resources created and sustain the institution are hsch

entitled to protect and articulate their perspectives. According to Keecon,

these four grounds for participation provide a basis for discussing the claties

for participation in a shared authority system of governance.

A '.eview of the three documents cited above shows there is a rather

confusing and sometimes contradictory range of options to achieve shlrc:d

authority on given issues. The first is joint participation in decision

making which depicts A situation in which full consultation and cooperatiJn

among all constituents is the norm. Under a joint participation model,

faculty, administrators, students and others all participate in formulatieg

policy alternatives. This could be accoreplished through committees

all these constituencies are represented or in universitywide councils flee%

as the Penn State University Council or the Council of the Princeton

University Community (Mortimer, 1971), or through a broadly represencave



academic senate. 7'resum,ibiy, the views of a bro.:,d rane of constituencle-,

are considered 1.Fore decisions are rade and positions rigidlcien.

A second option unc:.tr rye tarn shared authority is that of separate

jurisdictions. T:: is option all for an understandia4 o2 those -!ec...;:o:',;

that are most clearly within the concern, competeace and responsiLiiity

one constituency. The separate Student and Faculzy tssemblies or Cauct.,-e,

at the University of Minnesota and New Hamoshire, rc-spectively, cons___

an example of separate jurisdictions (Dill, 1971), At each University ;_t

was assumed that there were matters which the faculty and administration

should decide independently of student judgment sad natters -:;hich the

students and administration should decide jointly. Both Universities al,,o

created a body in which matters of concern to all three parties were to

be discussed. That is they recognized that there were some efforts in

which joint participation was needed.

A third option in a shared authority system of governance is thato

collective bargaining. Each party agrees to negotiate in good faith cad

eventually to sign a legally binding agreement. Each party has veto power

over the proposals of the other and will normally agree on a formal proced-!r a

to resolve future disputes on matters within the scope of the contract.

scope of the contract is itself a negotiable issue. According to the

Task Force Report, "When a majority of the faculty has chosen one or7,ani

tion as its bargaining agent, however, is has elected to place primary

reliance on power in its dealings with the administration (p. 45)."

As a college or university moves from joint participation to separrt

juriL;dictions and on to collective bargaining academic authority
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tend to become more codified. Increased codification is not inevitable

but is very likely to occur and puts more emphasis on power rather than

influence. This is not to say that there is no persuasion used in the

collective bargaining process or in the implementation of a contract 'out

rather that the balance of legitimacy will be on formal rather than funct:Daal

bases.

Joint participation, the separation of jurisdictions and collective

bargaining should not, however, be perceived as mutually exclusive approaches

to the sharing of authority in colleges and universities. These three ap-

proaches can be and are used on a single campus. The State University of

New York at Buffalo, has a broadly based campus assembly, a faculty senate,

a non-teaching professional staff senate and is part of the collective

bargaining agreement for the State University of New York system. A number

of institutions, such.as Central Michigan University and St. John's University,

both have senates and collective bargaining contracts. Presumably these

three models or approaches to the sharing of authority can co-exist. The

ultimate accommodation among these approaches is a subject of considerable

debate and some research, and a clearer understanding ot their implications

is needed.

Senates and Councils

Over 300 colleges and universities are said to be experimenting with or

reorganizing their campus senates or councils, the most common examples of

joint participation and separate jurisdiction mechanisms (Hodgkinson, 1971,

p. 9). The existence of senates and councils constitutes an implicit, and

in some cases an explicit, recognition of the traditional authority strecture

of most colleges and universities.



existenc.t and operation scope of senates and council'; is dep=.,10ent

on governing board or administrative approval. LI:gaily, t'ee authority to

make binding decisions in a college or university rut in zoveraing

board. The board -ay choose to delegate soma of that auCnoricy to a

nresident and/or t) the faculty or a more broadly representative senate.

The basic point, however, L5 that it is a conscious decision of the board

to delegate that authority. In short, the particular authority and powers

of a senate are of nay be a function of the tradition and cultu e of the

instituticn, but at some point in the institution's history the board and

administration has made a conscious decision to sustain or create a Eenac_!.

Such decisions can be changed, with or without constituent approval.

This fundamental :act about senates is not well unders:ood by faculty

and students and they are surprised when it happens. In 1973 the Board

of Trustees at The Pennsylvania State University issued a directive which

redefined the authority of the President and the Academic Senate. Previously,

the Senate had direct access to the Board and legislative authority over a

certain area such as curriculum and student affairs. Under the new directive,

the authority for such decisions is delegated to the President and he is

responsible for decisions on matters which used to be the prerogative c) the

Senate. The legal authority of the Senate was revised so that it is advi.:ory

to the President on natters that come before it.

The basic point is that senates and councils rely on institutional ap

proval for their existence. They are built from the tp down and rely on

tradition and custom for their legitimacy. As will be pointed out later in

the paper,. collective bargaining draws on an.external body of law for its

legitimacy.



Pro'olems in the or;anicazion and operation of senates and council.; 11,17e

been discussed in detail elsewhere (3w.vm, 1969, ncConnell and l'!ortimer,

1071, l!ortimer, 1971 a and b, and nason, 1972). These problems ticlu.le

adequate representativeae,,s, lack of 2,:co-cztabillty, internaL pal4t4ciza-ion

and lack of purpose.

Saaats have i,een critized because they are not representative

plurality of incer,!sts and perspectives found on a colle3e camlaus. ThLs

especially true in those institutions where a faculty senate is the only

representative body in existence. This inadequate reptesentativeness is

exacerbated by the tendency to exclude junior faculty from senate

and from participating on imoortant senate committees.

Senates have been accused of being irresponsLble because they fail zn.)

provide an opportunity to appeal their decisions (Lieberman, 1969). ;ha

charge of lack of accountability is rooted in the fact that senates ot2n

operate inefficiently and that responsibility for decisions is diffused

over such a wide area that coordination rather than control becomes the

major emphasis.

That some senates have become intensely politicized is no surpr-...se,

.given the state of campus conflict in the late sixties. It is somewhat :sur

prising that senates and councils could--come out of that upheaval without

a clearer idea of what role they should perform in the total institutional

governance system.

Two developments in the evolution of campus senates are apparent and

may result in clearer definitions of purpose. The first is the apparant

demise of town meeting structures in favor of representative bodies and

second is the rise of unicameral bodies.
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Ti e idea of a to meeting form of f;overnment has rak(-:n a long ti:7.e

to die. For a number of years such institutions as the I:aiversity Ot

Wisconsin at .!adison, the University o:. California at Berkeley, and thrt

State University of New York at Buffalo hid a town meetin3 fo-rm of sinaL..,2

which all faculty members were encouraged to attend. All three 0.1: thest-t

institutions have dropped this structure. While I have no experience t-rith

the senate at Madison I have made visits to or done research on the ::enaLcs 1::

Buffalo and Berkeley. It is quite apparent that the town meeting senate

cannot function in time of severe campus conflict. When the campus becomes

politicized there is a tendency for different groups to organize in an

attempt to control senate meetings. This tends to paralyze the senate and

undermine its effectiveness. That is, the legitimacy of decisions made by

town meeting bodies comes under severe queStion. The campus comes to realize

that a vote or decision is merely a reflection of who happened to be att2ndini,,

the meeting on a given day, rather than a majority view of the faculty.

Many institutions have adopted bodies in which faculty, students and

administrators are represented. Harold Hodgkinson has recently completed a

survey of over 1700 institut.lons and found that 640 had or were experimertin3

with some type of unicameral senate. He also found 40 institutions which had

tried unicameral senates and foUnd them to be unacceptable. The as ye:

unavailable data on these 40 institutions should providE-an insight into

the efficacy of these reforms in a variety of institutional contexts.

David Dill's (1971) case studies of Florida M.M, Columbia University,

and the Universities of Minnesota and law Hampshire do_ provide some 'asjghc

into the problems encountered in the early experience of unicameral boar:,

(pp. 148-154). First, the more progressive decision-raking bodies at
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Columbia and New Hamps'nire generated the most conflict. 'uteri_ this

high degree of conflict to the institutions' lack of resources and to the

influence in these senates of students and junior faculty re:lbers "t':10 11,1ve

few if any concerns about jurisdictional precedents and are quite wil,ae,

in the first year at least, to explore a wide variety of iee,ues (2. 1!--9)."

Significantly, a great deal of this increased conflict was directed towRr-ls

governing boards rather than administrators.

Second, the need for supportive political apparatus was not anticipated.

There appeared to be a move toward a more overtly political process of

balancing the interests and p-rspectives of various campus constituencies.

Dill reported a tendency for the elected members of unicameral bodies to

become representatives of fixed constituencies and to regard themselves as

spokesman of various viewpoints rather than colleagues engaged in furthering

the educational process.

Third, participation by faculty and students on these bodies consured

a great deal of their energy. "Large numbers at each of the universities

visited indicated they were sacrificing their studies, research and teaching

in order to be involved in university governance. And an alarming number

of them said they would not do it again (p. 150)."

The long-run viability of these structures -nay well depend on the

sustained interest of faculty and students in permanently participating in

the tedious process of governance. There is little evidence, as yet, ta

The degree of progressiveness depends on four variables: 1. hot,

broadly one defines membership in the academic community; 2. The e::tenz

of representatiol awarded the students; 3. The degree to which all kon-

stituents have equal rights and status in the body; 4. The degree of

openness of the meetings.
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suggest that they are willing to spend the time and energy 11.2cessery Lo

sustain the long range vitality of these decision-raking boll's.

Another problem in the operation GL unicameral hocies arose in tho:,e

cases where they co-existed Trith separate studem: and facult7 senate..

the first years of operation at both Minnesota and hamp_pilire the

was a tendency to by-pass there separate faculty and student bodies ia

favor of the unicameral bodies. If this tendency has continued in

subsequent years it may seriously undermine the effectiveness of seherate

jurisdiction bodies.

Collective Bargaining

Collective Bargaining as a mechanism for sharing authority on the ca-Ipus

has achieved prominence in recent years. The first collecci7e barpjning

contracts in two-year colleges were signed in the mid 1960s. The City Uni-

versity of New York and Southeastern rassachusetts University contracn, the

first four-year institutions to bargaining collectively with faculty, were

signed in 1969. The best estimates of the extent of collective bargaining

by Fall, 1972 reveal that approximately 170-180 institutions with 250-260

campuses have chosen bargaining agents. This would account for about Lon

to fifteen percent of the nation's faculty. In 1971 Carbarino reported that

approximately 90 percent of this activity had taken pace in six states -

New York, Michigan, Wisconsin, New Jersey, Illinois, and Nassechusetts.

More recently, however, there has been considerable activity in Kansas,

Pennsylvania, Washington, Hawaii, Rhode Island and Delaware. In fact, faculty

bargaining agents have been chosen in at least 20 states .'nd include publLc

and private instit, :ions, community colleges and complex lio-tcaL

arts colleges and vocational-technical institutes.
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Two major legal developments have aided the rise of collective ba:;ainLng.

In the public sector approximately 26 scezes now have legisl-Ation that N.:mits

collective bargaining with faculty r.embers in puhlic institutions. The ._::=2nt

to which this legislation is 2ermissive varies. I,2gialation in s ;:e

e.g. Pennsylvania and New York, requires colleges and universities to ;;;nize

duly chosen bargaining agents while in other states it permLts :.uch rec:IjnitiJa

but does not require it. In 1970 the National Labor Relations Board as;ue.d

jurisdiction over private colleges and universities with gross revenues of

over one million dollars.

These legal developments are important because they take a body of labor

law and practice and apply it to colleges and universities. To the

that collective bargaining goes beyond salaries, fringe benefits and working

conditions to assure faculty participation in governance it does so on the

basis of rights established by external agents such as the courts and labor

relations boards. As a vehicle for participation in governance, collective

bargaining differs from senates and/or councils in four basic ways (ort:jr-.ar

and Lozier, 1972).

First, although senates may have some basis for their existence in zhe

documents of the institution, their scope of operations is dependent upon

board or administrative approval. If governance it_las a?2:.1r in a n:,!::(Jciatad

contract, they can not be changed without prior approval of the bar:;:tia-Lng

agent.

Second, senates rely on institutional appropriations for operating f,,ads

whereas unions rely on a dues structure.

Third, senates are usually based on individual campuses and have 1;tzle,

if any, lobbying power with state legislatures. The National Educatiol ;%.2..4ocatioi
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and the American Federation of Teachers claim they have substantial political

clout at the stat level where basic decisions about higher education :tr a

increasingly being made.

Fourth, the membership of senates may include faculty, students -:-Id

administrators although membership varies from institution to instituion.

Unions force a legally binding separation between administrators and faculty

and other employees in the bargaining unit. Students are seldom involved

in collective bargaining.

Because the process of collective bargaining is exceedingly complex

and so recent, its impact on governance is yet to he determined. It is

relatively clear, however, that different patterns will emerge as various

institutions experiment with bargaining. Garbarino (1972) has developed a

preliminary classification of unionism in four-year colleges that suggests

some typical patterns which may evolve.

The first classification is termed defensive unionism. This occurs

in a single campus institution which has had faculty participation in

governance through a senate or council. This mechanism has evolved into

a union with essentially the same leaders in the union as previously con-

trolled the senate. Some semblance of a senate is retained, at least for

the time being, to assure participation in policies and procedures which -r=,

not part of the bargaining agreement. Defensive unionism tends to modity

the form of faculty participation in governance but does not have a significant

impact on its substance.

".......

Perhaps the area of greatest impact on governance in those institutions with

defensive unionism will be in the experience with grievance procedures. The

existence of grievance procclures will force institutions to look more .losely



at their personnel policies and the h2ses on which they tenure and

promotion' decisions. hers["` -c-1 policies will h:v tD follo-4 closely

standards ci due process and flirn,iss. In this r2spect, gove=ance aL

it relates to personnel poLicv_ts and procedures, '- bece-11.r.'; more c_olta.

A second classification, called constitutional unLon1sm, descrL'oes

what appears to be happeling in many community colleges arid in scme t.

colleges. The tradition of faculty participation in governance tends to

ver. weak in these institutions and the negotiating z'ession tends to develop

into a constitutional convention in which extensve governance procedures

are developed and put in the contract. The contract tend:, to be very leng,thy

and resembles the faculty handbook in scope.

Several exaiiples y be cited. The contract for the Jersey Stat.!

Colleges has provision for faculty input into the selection of college

presidents. The contract stipulates that any committee assii;ned a role in

the selection of a college president must include a vember of the hart;.-,ining

agent. (The information cited here is discussed in more detail in Mortimer

and Lozier, 1973).

Some contracts have provisions for the selection of academic dears. At

St. John's University a search committee composed of four tenured fats - -':y

members elected by the faculty of the school in which the vacancy exists,

submits to the university president the names of no fewer than three candidates.

The President in turn submits one of the names to the Board of Trustees for

their approval. If none of the committee's recommendations are acceptdh12

to the President, the committee must continue its sea-ch. The Presidrt

cannot recommend any candidate to the board whose none has not been submiLt,.'d

by the cormittee. At Southeastern Massachusetts University, a seven

screening committee must be established to nominate candidates to f511 a
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a vacancy in any deanship. Three re.:1b-cs of this committee 7:ust hd teneto.1

faculty appointed by the faculty Federation. Three others are appointe,1 ky

the President and the student member selected "dy the Stedenc Senate.

Some contracts have provisions for selecting -:epartment

Southeastern nassachusetts University the Dean of trd Tacql:y apponc-;

chairman in consultation uith the appropriate college dean. Faculty

of the department may recommend an individual or individuals for the vacPat

chairmanship. Department chairman in the New Jersey State Colleges are elected

by members of their department. The Boston State College contract provides

an elaborate procedure for both the election and recall of department

chairman. in the first month of the c:,,ntract, every department was req./it-ad

to elect three members of the department for nomination to the chairmanship.

These elections were supervised by the Faculty Federation and all m=.1-,b--s

of the department were eligible to vote and to be ncninated. After each

election the President of the Federation was to submit a list of nominees

to the President of the College who within seven working days, had to appoint

a chairman from the list of nominees or to decline to appoint any of them.

In the latter instance, the nomination procedures were to begin over again.

There arc some provisions in contracts which provide for faculty pa:tici-

pation on committees. In some instances, the faculty association is guaranteed

a role in making appointments to these committees. The Southeastern ifassachusetc.;

University contract creates a committee for awarding sabbatical leaves composed

of two Federation and three Presidential appointees. This contract also

calls for an academic review committee composed of two trustee representatives,

and two Federation representatives, together with the Dean of the Faculty vild

the Federation President, who serves as an alternate chairman. The purpose
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of this committee is to rev*e-4 chnnge3 in acacleric prov-in:i which dicoccy

affect wages, hours, and conditions of onplorlent spacific2L1v

the contract. This contract also proides for the foclar:i.::n

councils, one for each academic division, whose purpose 1; to pal-tic_::.1te

in the review and recommendation of faculty for tenur.2. Yam'lers cf th,e

councils are elected by the tenured and/or senior feculzy me.7-becs in

division.

It appears, then, that constitutional unionism will codiy the fnc:t_cy

role in certain governance issues including, in some cases, the apooat-le.it

of presidents, deans and department chairmen and in faculty personnel cas-.3.

Without further case studies of the specific conditions it is difficult to

ascertain whether this is a change in the status (me ante.

The third classification that Garbarl.no has identified is ref= unioni_sm,

which describes the situation in large multi-campus institutions like the

City and State Universities of New York. These institutions are characteed

by great complexfty and the presence of various types of campuses within

system. The City University has two-year community colleges under the sic

contract as complex universities. The State University has technical institutei

in the same unit with university centers.

How can one association adequately represent the diversity of its Ternber-

ship and the bargaining unit? It is very difficulty and, therefore, the

conflict within the bargaining unit tends to be greater in refo7m unions.

. Approximately one-third of the State University of NewYork bargaining l'uLt

is composed of non-teaching professionals but they represent one ha of tho

Association's actual membership and one-half of the hargaiin::: team. Tpur

is considerable conflict within the Association's governing body as to the

positions that it should take in bargaining.
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Reform unionisra is rore 11s.ely to have an impact on the distributtoa 01

rewards among the members of th unit than defensive or cxastitutional

unionism. The pr2ssuras for equity in salaries and uniformity in par3onnt-A.

and governance procedures fro. ron-teaching professionals ilnd junior rmd

non-tenured faculty are quite intense. The City University contract calLs

for equalization of salaries for equal ranks at all institutions

the system.

Garbarino suggests that there may be a conver3ence between defensive

and constitutional unionism but that reform unionism is special enou311 to

constitute a distinctive third type which will persist over time. The nore

common model is likely to be defensive and constitutional unionism, ho,4erer.

Conclusion

The impact of specific reforms is always difficult to assess, especially

in the short run. One needs to knew the conditions which preceded the change

and the new structure needs time to operate before it can be evaluated

effectively. There are some points that can be made about the directions

in which governance reforms appear to be heading, however.

First, there is a tendency in senates and councils to select their

membership on the basis of the structure of a political rather than as educa-

tional body. In short the balancing of interests and constituencies is a

more overtly political process in 1972 than it was in 1962. The behavior

of interest groups has a rationality embedded in political rather than

educational norms. Politics is concerned with who has input into the decision-

making process and colleges and universities have had to be tore specific

about what interests and people have access to decision makers.
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Secon:1, hil.1 the impacto:2 collectiv? bargaining 1;1.11 ar.!, it is

quite clear that ,,ubstantial go/ernance reform will result. It ,:ppeaL-;

that the potential for changes in golimanca i s larger in insLitutioP,

like state and community colleges, which adopt consticutional and refir-1

unionism patterns rather than a defensive pattern. under constitutional

systems, the line between govrnance and educational .aacters is 11 1,:e17

he erased in favor of negotiating practically everyth4ng that is ne:;otlal)ie.

In short, the line that some observers have tried to drag bet aeon an amplo7-

ment problem and a professional one is likely to dissipate.

Third, it is still not clear what will happen to existing governance

mechanisms when an institution adopts collective bargaining. The bar:;aning

agent has the only legal authority under collective bargaining and the ques-

tion is whether it will chose to share that'authority with a senate or

council. Garbarino suggested that a union will agree to such arrangfmec,t3

only as long as there is little conflict on the campus. When conflict`

he believes the union will be forced to step in and usurp areas previous-1.v

under the senate's jurisdiction. It is possible, however, that senates will

continue in existence in some institutions which have adopted more defensLve

patterns.

Fourth, the roles and duties of certain administrators are lnely to

change under collective bargaining. In cases where department chairpersons

are in the bargaining unit some institutions have already increased the

authority and scope of,activities performed in the dean's office. Department

chairpersons have always been in a nebulous position between deans an-1

departmental faculty but it appears that collective bargaining may push

closer to the central administration, in cases where they are out of thr. unt,

or closer to the faculty when the chairperson is in the bargaining unit.
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Fifth, in raay public and private Institutions collective bar=;ainLn-;

takes place dir-2ctly bet-:?en representatives of Cie fecult-: and the board

of trustees. In some multi-campus public institutions the cr:-pus admi2i.c:-L-

tion has little if any role in the negotiating L11! contract. '17,is fIrcc

access of faculty CO boards has the potential oE

and/or authority of the ,:ampus administration. The administration will

have the responsibility of implementing the contract and defending t-he

institution against grievances.

Sixth, separate jurisdicsions and collective harAainin3 requi'7:

more codification of governance procedures than has been customary in

most colleges and universities. The pressures to codify procedures ar!

coming from a variety of other forces and the composite trend apoenr:;

be overwhelming. Institutions simply will not be allc -ed to be casual about

the way they retain, promote and pay academic pecsonnel. Faculty

will be matched more closely by statements of faculty responsibilities.

Senate constitutions and bylaws will be much more detailed and specific.

The scope of collective bargaining contracts will broaden and a body oF

arbitration and/or court decisions will better define the limit:.

bargaining. This body of law will serve as a reference point for int,2 r1.1

institutional decision making.

In summary, it appears that many of the governance reforms discuss-,t

this paper are attempts to enhance the power of faculty, staff and in

cases, studen.:s. The trend to codification of jurisdictions and proc,2cli

involved in the separating jurisdictions and collective b,rgaining modei.

well be the most important Impact of governance reform in tb.! 1970s.
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